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By Tony Hall

AuthorHouse. Paperback. Condition: New. 112 pages. Dimensions: 7.8in. x 4.9in. x 0.4in.Jean and
Dinah, Rosita and ClementinaRound the Corner Posing, Bet your life is something they selling . . . -
The Mighty Sparrow -Jean and Dinah . . . orchestrates itself out of the calypso Yankees Gone also
known as Jean and Dinah, sung by the Mighty Sparrow in 1956. This calypso was a male response to
the influence of the occupying Yankees on local girls in the post World War II period. The play is a
tragi-comedy set in present-day Port-of Spain, Trinidad, in Act One, then in Act two, the characters
take us some 40 years back to their theatre of the streets of Port of Spain. It is Jouvay morning, the
dawn of Carnival Monday and Jean comes to take her friend, Dinah, to play mas (masquerade) in
the city as they have done for the past forty years. This year, however, Dinah is tired and ailing and
does not want to go. Jean tries desperately to rally her into making their annual pilgrimage through
the streets where they play sailor mas on Carnival Tuesday. In the ensuing battle to get Dinah out of
bed onto...
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An incredibly awesome pdf with perfect and lucid explanations. I have read through and that i am confident that i am going to gonna read yet again yet
again in the foreseeable future. I am quickly can get a delight of reading a created book.
-- Mr. Johnson Hane-- Mr. Johnson Hane

An extremely awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. I have got go through and so i am certain that i will going to read again once again in the
foreseeable future. I found out this ebook from my dad and i recommended this publication to understand.
-- Angela Kassulke-- Angela Kassulke
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